VERTICAL SLIDING SASH WINDOW
For a timeless, classical window style
Achieves A+ rating requirements
A MODERN DAY SOLUTION TO A TIMELESS CLASSIC

More and more homeowners and developers are choosing the Vertical Sliding Sash as the ideal uPVC window in classical or heritage settings. Its sliding sash styling closely replicates the look of the traditional sash window, but incorporates all the energy efficiency and benefits from a uPVC frame.

The VEKA UK Group have pioneered the design and manufacture of window and door systems for over 30 years. With a continual investment in the profile systems it is now one of the most technically advanced on the market. A 10 year guarantee on all products, gives the added confidence that once fitted VEKA products will last for many years. Just a few of the many reasons VEKA is now one of the most specified uPVC systems in the world.

Why choose vertical sliding sash windows?

Retain that heritage feel
The VEKA vertical sliding sash can help you recreate the look and feel of the original timber sash. Whether you’re working with the local authorities to recreate a traditional look in a conservation area or simply just looking for a classical look, these are an ideal window choice.

For energy efficiency
There are many sliding sash windows on the market, but not all of them can achieve the required energy efficiency. Ours can achieve an A+ Window Energy Rating (WER).

Windows are one of the most exposed parts of a house. According to the Energy Saving Trust, a staggering 26% of all domestic heat loss escapes through the windows, installing energy efficient windows is essential to help keep the cost of energy bills down.

For enhanced security
Security is a major consideration in the selection of any new windows and doors. Our vertical sliding sash windows are designed with security in mind and with a few simple upgrade options can achieve the coveted Secured by Design (SBD) standard.

For easy maintenance
Not only do they look great, but they are efficient, secure and easy to clean. With an inward opening tilt facility cleaning can carried out from inside the home.

Design

There are a number of elements in the design of our vertical sliding sash windows, which really help to recreate that authentic look:

- A slim top sliding sash enhances sight-lines even when it couples to the bottom sash when closed.
- The modern lines of the top sash can be transformed to an authentic look with the addition of clip-in or run-through horns.
- A deep bottom rail on the bottom sliding sash also contributes to the authentic look. By mechanichally joining we give the appearance of a butt joint (A WER only available with this spec) for traditional timber feel. An enhanced bottom gasket is also included on the bottom sash for improved weather proofing.
- The cill is an integral part of the window to give that traditional feel. This truly comes in to play on bay windows where it’s one piece design helps to give the appearance of one complete window when installed.

Gazing

- The modern design of the VEKA vertical sliding sash enables it to utilise a 28mm thick sealed unit for optimum thermal performance and achieve an A+ WER.

Fittings

- Each window comes with a pole ring on the top sash, a hook on the bottom sash and a lockable cam lock to secure them. This increases to 2 on each sash dependant on the width of the window.
- Each sash comes with the function to be tilted inwards to enable easy cleaning.
- Travel restrictors are fitted as an optional extra to maximise ventilation without compromising on safety.
- All fittings are available in white, matt black, satin chrome, bright chrome and gold.

Colours

- VEKA offer a fantastic range of laminated profiles to offer individual solutions and suit all tastes.
- Foils can be applied to one side or two and different colours can even be specified for the inside and out.

COLOUR CHOICES

All VEKA profiles are available in 18 colour variations. Please note, colours shown below are for guidance only and should not be used as a direct colour match.
WHY CHOOSE OUR VERTICAL SLIDING SASH WINDOWS?

Maintain a classical look... looks like an authentic timber sash

Much more energy efficient... achieving upto A+ WER

Enhanced security... optional upgrades to SBD

Ease of maintenance... clean from the inside

Supplied and fitted... by your local, reputable installer
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